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Messerschmitt KR200 Bubble Top - Rose
For the third release on our 1:18 scale Messerschmitt
KR200 (Kabinenroller or Cabin Scooter), we’ve chosen 
a lovely - and seasonal - rose pink colour scheme.  
The real-life three wheeled bubble with 191 cc single
cylinder 2-stroke engine, was designed by aircraft
engineer Fritz Fend and produced in the Messerschmitt
aircraft factory in Regensburg, Germany.  Introduced in
1955, between then and 1964 when production ceased,
approximately 40,000 rolled out of the factory.  

Our latest version registered 118 BOL, comes with a

hard clear ‘bubble’ roof rather than our soft-top option
and apart from the all-over rose pink body, it features a
black chassis and black/silver trim.  Inside the car,
designed so that the driver and passenger ride in tandem,
the dashboard and the seats echo the rose body colour,
while the aircraft-style steering wheel and ‘carpeting’ are
moulded in a warm cream. 

There is still a lot of interest in this unusual automobile
nicknamed ‘Schmitt’ today, with enthusiasts all over the
world willing to pay over 20,000 Euros for one, against
its original DM2500 (1278 Euros)!

SCALE PRICE
18MBC003 1:18 £26.95

NEWMesserschmitt KR200
Bubble Top - Rose
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1:72
SCALEAVIATION

DH88 Comet K5084 - RAF Martlesham
Our military liveried release on the De Havilland

Comet tells the second part of a story surrounding

this particular aircraft  ‘G-ACSS - Grosvenor

House’, commissioned with the aim of fielding 

a win in the 1934 MacRobertson Trophy Air

Race between London and Melbourne, which it went on to win.

It was subsequently taken over by the Air Ministry and flown by

the RAF for evaluation.  Repainted silver and given the RAF serial

number K-5084, it made several flights before being written off

and sold for scrap. 

Our model is as painted in silver by the RAF as K-5084

and features the RAF roundel on the upper and

underside wings and on the fuselage.  The

exhaust pipes are realistically finished in a

rusty brown and a special tooling detail

sees the undercarriage both retracted and

fully extendable.

Percival Proctor MKIV RM221 - RAF Radio Trainer
Our newly tooled Percival Proctor made its first

appearance very recently as the Mk V, the civilian version of

the Mk IV.  Now can you can partner it with the military model

which comes as used by the RAF as a Radio Trainer.  The 1:72

scale model represents the British aircraft produced by the

Percival factory in response to an Air Ministry requirement in

1939 for a radio trainer and communications plane.  Essentially it

was a single-engined, low-wing monoplane deployed by the RAF

and the Fleet Air Arm during the conflict.  The type was not a

great success and only 1143 were ever built. However, here you

see it in the role for which it was intended, as operational in

1945 with military serial number RM221, decorated in a green

and brown camouflage colour scheme to the upper body and

yellow underneath, complete with RAF markings.

Fairey Swordfish Mk1 - HMS Furious, Narvik 1940
The Fairey Swordfish was designed and

manufactured by the Fairey Aviation Company and

used by the Fleet Air Arm during World War II.  Our 1:72

scale model depicts the Swordfish as it was deployed aboard

HMS Furious, a modified Courageous class battlecruiser which

was redesigned for essential use as an aircraft carrier.  During the

early part of World War II, HMS Furious spent her time hunting for

German raiders in the North Atlantic until early 1940 when her

aircraft provided air support to British troops ashore in addition to

attacking German shipping.  The upper surfaces of Swordfish L2810

are decorated in the sea-going camouflage scheme of dark grey and

green with silver grey to the rest of the body and carries the RAF

markings on the wings and fuselage.  Another detail features the steel

catapult hook used for carrier-based take-off and landing, fitted on the

underside and painted in silver and black.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWPercival Proctor MKIV
RM221 - RAF Radio Trainer

SCALE PRICE
72PP002 1:72 £26.95

NEWDH88 Comet K5084 - 
RAF Martlesham

SCALE PRICE
72COM004 1:72 £32.95

NEWFairey Swordfish Mk1 -
HMS Furious, Narvik 1940

SCALE PRICE
AC064  1:72 £14.95
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1:76 SCALE
Dennis F8 - Christchurch Fire Board
Of particular interest to fire emergency vehicle collectors in the

southern hemisphere, we are pleased to introduce our latest

Dennis F8 release in the bright red and silver livery used by

Christchurch Fire Board in New Zealand.  The vehicle is

registered DV 3445 and carries the Board’s name in black and

gold on both side locker flaps, with CFB 18 printed behind the

fire crew door.  The door itself features the New Zealand

Fire Service crest printed in red, silver and blue.  Further

touches include roof ladders finished in a realistic brown and

the Dennis name incorporated into the silver radiator grille.  

AEC Mercury TL - St Helens CB Fire Service
The AEC Mercury Turntable Ladder dates from 

the 1950s and 1960s.  Nearly 200 were built, 

with over half being supplied with 

Merryweather 100ft ladders.

Here we see the fire appliance as used by St Helens 

CB Fire Service in Lancashire.  The colour scheme is 

an interesting departure from the usual bright red fire

vehicles, predominantly silver and white with red 

masking applied as a band round the cab and the ladder

mechanism.  Registered KDJ 404, the vehicle features the

St Helens CB Fire Service lettering along the side of the

folded down ladder while the Merryweather badge is

reproduced on the cab bonnet with the name repeated

on the rear above the number plate.  A final touch sees

the highly colourful crest printed on the cab doors in

gold, blue, black and red, rounding off an appealing model

for any collection of fire vehicles.  

SCALE PRICE
76F8007 1:76 £12.95

NEWDennis F8 - 
Christchurch Fire Board

Land Rover FT6 Carmichael - New Zealand Fire Service
This is the second fire appliance from New Zealand to feature

in this issue of The Globe and they would look good together

on your collecting shelf.  Here we see it as used by the New

Zealand Fire Service in Temuka, a service town in the sheep and

dairy farming region on the Canterbury Plains, around 142 Km

south of Christchurch, where our fire appliance would have

been in its element.  The vehicle is painted red with white roof

and silver masking to the radiator, bumpers and roof

ladders.  The model features another authentic touch

with orange roof beacon and silver spotlight on the

roof above the cab.
SCALE PRICE

76LRC005 1:76 £8.95

NEWLand Rover FT6 Carmichael -
New Zealand Fire Service

SCALE PRICE
76AM006 1:76 £20.95

NEWAEC Mercury TL - 
St Helens CB Fire Service

Morris Marina 1.3 - Heathrow Fire Service
Our 4-door Morris Marina saloon makes its latest outing as

used by the Fire Service at Heathrow Airport.  Decorated in

high visibility bright red with black interior and registered KLA

12V, the yellow panel on both front doors carries the lettering

British Airports Heathrow Airport Fire Service printed in black.  

The model features the 1.3L’s distinctive radiator grille and a

tooling modification gives it three roof beacons. 

As a fire support vehicle, our little model adds an

interesting dimension to a London Airport diorama as well

as appealing to collectors of emergency transport generally.

SCALE PRICE
76MAR005 1:76 £4.95

NEWMorris Marina 1.3 -
Heathrow Fire Service
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N SCALE
AEC Matador - London Brick Company
Our N-scale version of the AEC Matador in the livery of the London Brick

Company is an exact replica of the 1:76 scale model which already features

in the Oxford range.  The bright red body with red tow hook and satin black

masking on the canopy, mudguards and radiator grille also features realistic

brown planking on the floor of the trailers.

The white lettering boasts the company as

being ‘The Largest Brick Makers in the

World’ - which it probably was at that time.

Bedford CA Ice Cream - Lyons Maid
Ice cream van collectors have already been treated to Oxford’s 1:43 and

1:76 scale versions of this  Bedford CA Ice Cream Van in Lyons Maid

livery, long sold out!  For those of you who would like to add our latest N

scale version to your line-up, here it is again in the same pale blue and

yellow livery, with Lyons Maid graphics, printed in red out of white above

the split windscreen and then again along the sides.  Moulded roof boards

are left plain pale blue, whilst the promotion of the

Lyons Maid range of the day comprises illustrations on

the window to the right 

of the serving hatch.

Commer Commando - BEA
Collectors have already been treated to the 1:76 scale version of the

Commer Commando as used by a variety of aircraft operators,

including British European Airways (BEA).  Now, for N scale

enthusiasts, we are pleased to introduce an exact replica of its

larger counterpart especially for you.  Decorated in two-tone

grey with maroon and white lettering, the interior relieves

the sombre appearance with bright blue panels and dark

red seats.  Registered TMG 114, the BEA lettering and

winged logo is printed on the front and sides of the vehicle

while the back with replica double doors is left free of decoration. 

Scania CP31 Pump Ladder - Grampian Fire & Rescue 
This model of the Grampian Fire & Rescue Scania is an exact

replica in N scale of the vehicle already produced in 1:76 scale.

Decorated in white, silver and black, it features yellow

masking on the sides and across the radiator, with yellow and

orange chevron markings across the rear and a blue tinted

lightbar above the windscreen.  Registered SV09 BPO, the

lettering Grampian Fire and Rescue Service is

printed above the shuttered sides, while the Service

logo - Preventing  Protecting Responding appears

diagonally across the sides of the fire crew cab.  

NEWAEC Matador - 
London Brick Company

SCALE PRICE
NAEC004 1:148 £6.45

NEWBedford CA Ice Cream -
Lyons Maid

SCALE PRICE
NCA003 1:148 £4.95

NEWCommer Commando - BEA
SCALE PRICE

NCOM003 1:148 £6.45

NEWScania CP31 Pump 
Ladder - Grampian F & R

SCALE PRICE
NSFE003 1:148 £6.95

Ford Transit - Royal Mail 
SCALE PRICE

NFT002 1:148 £4.75

Bedford OB Coach - BR
SCALE PRICE

NOB001 1:148 £5.95

Ferguson Tractor - Grey
SCALE PRICE

NTEA001 1:148 £3.95

Ford Anglia- Police Panda 
SCALE PRICE

N105003 1:148 £3.95

MODELS
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWBentley MkVI - Midnight
Blue/Shell Grey

SCALE PRICE
BN6004 1:43 £22.95

Daimler SP250 Open - Racing Green
The dark green colour scheme never fails to ramp up the

appeal of any British sports car and it looks just as good

on our 1:43 scale Daimler SP250 which comes this time

as an open top variant, just in time for the warmer 

British weather.  Manufactured between

1959 and 1964 in Coventry, the SP250

was the last car to be launched by

Daimler before its parent company sold

the marque to that other equally famous

manufacturer of iconic British sports cars,

namely Jaguar.

Our model Daimler 2+2 is given a

bright red interior throughout with

detailed instrument panel, dashboard

and steering wheel.  Other finite

interior details include a manual transmission gearstick,

printed interior door handles and window winder

handles.  Registered 398 WVX, exterior detail extends 

to spoked wheel hubs and bumpers with over-riders.

With lots of gleaming chromework, this car looks just as

good today with lots of personality too.

Bentley MkVI - Midnight Blue/Shell Grey
Our 1:43 scale classic and immediate post-war Bentley Mk VI

makes its fourth appearance in an elegant two tone colour

scheme of a deep shade of blue and pale grey, registered

NBB 821. The remaining exterior trim/masking in

silver/chrome finish is a pleasing contrast

to the body colour. Inside, the

paneling and seating is also pale grey

with dark blue ‘carpet’, brown

dashboard and door cappings. A final

touch sees the addition of the

famous ‘Flying B’ Bentley badge on

the front of the bonnet above the

gleaming silver radiator.  

Austin Low Loader Taxi - Fawn
The 1:43 scale sizing and pale colour scheme of this release

on our Austin Low Loader Taxi really show off the

immense detailing of this 1930s vehicle to full advantage.

Registered ALB 435 and painted a warm shade of fawn with

black roof and raised rear ‘pram hood’,  note the tiny rear

window, the taxi meter in the open area of the driver’s cab

and the detailed licence plate on the rear offside 

bumper.  The interior is black except for the

brown dashboard and the silver flooring in

the driver’s area where luggage would have

been carried. 

It just looks 

so realistic!

NEWDaimler SP250 Open -
Racing Green

SCALE PRICE
DSP004  1:43 £22.95

1:43 SCALE

NEWAustin Low Loader
Taxi - Fawn

SCALE PRICE
AT007 1:43 £21.95
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
76RAN002 1:76 £4.95

NEWRange Rover 2013 -
Santorini Black

Range Rover Vogue - Santorini Black
We’re bang up to date with this top end Range Rover

Vogue from the legendary Land Rover stable, registered

OE13 SEJ and painted in the very complimentary

monochrome scheme of gleaming black.  Only the second

off the new tooling, our model comes with black interior

and black chassis as well as a wealth of contrasting silver

masking.  The intricately detailed radiator grille and the

wheels are finished in silver on black and the bonnet has

the Range Rover name printed along the edge of the

bonnet.  To the rear, the name also appears below the

back window while the Vogue branding features on the

offside. It really does look classy!

SCALE PRICE
76RR003 1:76 £4.95

Range Rover Evoque 2 Door
Coupé - Baltic Blue

SCALE PRICE
76LRDF002 1:76 £4.95

Land Rover Defender 2013 -
Tamar Blue

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

SCALE PRICE
76LAN2004 1:76 £4.95

Land Rover Series II Fire
Appliance - Red 

SCALE PRICE
76LAN2002 1:76 £4.95

Land Rover Series II 
Station Wagon - Bronze Green 
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Volvo Amazon - Light Green
We recently launched the 1:43 version of the Volvo

Amazon and now we are delighted to include it in

our 1:76 scale range as well.  Decorated in pale green

with a darker green interior, the vehicle is registered

JHO 887E. The distinctive front radiator grilles are

silver on matt black with additional exterior body

trim finished in silver/chrome on a black chassis.  

The Volvo marque is printed on the rear, with a fine

little finishing touch of a GB sticker.

VW T25 Van - Orient Red
Eye-catching in bright red with contrasting black finish and black

interior, our latest release on the T25 Transporter van represents

the very versatile three-door, rear engine van which lent itself to a

wealth of different uses from its inception in 1979.  Our model,

registered CYE 292V, features the VW logo on the radiator and

the Volkswagen Transporter lettering across the back, with a final

authentic flourish incorporating

detailed light clusters and silver

wheel inserts.

VW T25 Westfalia Camper - Medium Blue/White
The VW T25 Westfalia makes a welcome return in blue and

white with its trademark Joker high top roof.  

Registered RUK 737Y from 1982, our 1:76 scale replica ‘Westy’

camper features the Joker logo and silvered coachlines along the

sides and also carries the Westfalia lettering across the back of

the roof with other printed detail highlighted in black.  

The interior is brown.  The T25

incorporated a bit more style and

comfort than its original 1960s

counterpart.  We loved ours to bits!

VW T25 Bus - Brilliant Orange/Ivory
The versatile VW T25 makes its latest Oxford entrance as a

minibus in another signature VW colour scheme of orange and

ivory.  It comes as registered OKV 465W from 1980. The

model incorporates wide front and rear windows and three

windows down each side, including a quarterlight on the

driver’s and front passenger sides.  The themed colour scheme

sees the interior finished in beige.  Further detailing

includes black louvred vents behind the side rear

passenger window and 

black bumpers.

Austin Cambridge A60 Farina - 
Maroon B/ Snowberry White
The Austin Cambridge A60 was launched in 1961 and

ceased production in 1969, during which time over

276,000 were made.  Decorated in a rich maroon with

crisp white masking to the roof and white/silver masked

side stripes, our model is registered DTU 63B from

1964.  The Austin Cambridge badge sits proudly in

the finely detailed silver radiator grille.  The wing

mounted mirrors, wheels and bumpers are also silver

while the interior seating is moulded in crimson.
SCALE PRICE

76ACF003 1:76 £4.95

NEWAustin Cambridge A60 Farina -
Maroon B/Snowberry White

SCALE PRICE
76T25008 1:76 £4.95

NEWVW T25 Bus - 
Brilliant Orange/Ivory

SCALE PRICE
76T25009 1:76 £4.95

NEWVW T25 Westfalia - 
Medium Blue/White

NEW
Tooling!

SCALE PRICE
76VA001 1:76 £4.95

NEWVolvo Amazon - 
Light Green

SCALE PRICE
76T25007 1:76 £4.95

NEWVW T25 Van - Orient Red
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1:76 SCALE
Plaxton Panorama - Cotter’s Coaches
This 1:76 scale Plaxton Panorama is certainly going places!

Decorated in the striking black and orange livery of the

Glasgow based coach company, the roofline sports many

exciting destinations printed in gold - Paris, Monte

Carlo, Venice, Rome and Milan on one side and

Munich, Innsbruck, Interlaken, Brussels and Madrid on

the other.  Registered AYS 401B, the Cotter’s Tours

contact details feature across the rear of the coach

while the front is equally detailed.  Note the detailed finish

of the radiator grille below the finely executed badge.

Leyland Titan PD2/12 - Southdown Motor Services
Southdown is one of the most collectable and much-loved

liveries in the world of model bus collecting and our latest

model sees their signature green and ivory livery on the

Leyland Titan PD2/12 double decker registered KUF 708.

Additional masking in dark green has been applied to

mudguards, wheels, radiator grille  and side bars with all

additional external trim finished in silver.  The interior

seating is moulded in tan with black platform and floor.

Our double decker front, side and rear destination boards

sees it heading as the No. 31 to

Southsea South Parade calling at

Bognor Regis, Chichester, Emsworth,

Havant and Portsmouth on the way. 

Weymann Fanfare AEC - Barton Transport
Barton of Nottingham is another favourite amongst bus collectors.

Here, this well-known company is remembered on Oxford’s

latest Weymann Fanfare AEC single deck coach, registered

SNN 609.  Decorated in red with maroon roof and cream

finish to front flash, window surrounds and wheels, the

interior seating and floor is also moulded in red.  Three 

silver bands run round the lower front, sides and rear of 

the bus and you can also see the well detailed AEC badge 

on the front above the radiator grille. The Metro-Cammell-

Weymann badge appears on the back below the Robin Hood logo.

Additional colourful decoration sees the Barton flag, together with Robin

Hood on both sides, rounding off a very detailed and authentic model.

SCALE PRICE
76PAN003 1:76 £15.95

NEWPlaxton Panorama -
Cotter’s Coaches

SCALE PRICE
76WFA004 1:76 £15.95

NEWWeymann Fanfare AEC -
Barton Transport

SCALE PRICE
76PAN004 1:76 £15.95

NEWPlaxton Panorama -
Yorkshire Woollen District

SCALE PRICE
76PD2003 1:76 £19.95

NEWLeyland Titan PD2/12 -
Southdown 

Plaxton Panorama - Yorkshire Woollen District
Yorkshire Woollen District Transport Company

Ltd served the woollen towns of West Yorkshire

from its headquarters in Dewsbury.  Our 1:76 scale

replica decorated in red and cream, lined out in

gold, black and white, reflects an era when the

company operated excursion coaches.  Registered KHD

904, the YWD logo is printed in red and gold under the

‘Excursion’ wording above the silver and black radiator

grille.  To the side, behind the nearside front wheel, the

Yorkshire Woollen District Transport Company address

in Dewsbury features in black on the cream skirt.
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1:76 SCALE

ERF LV Flatbed Trailer - Carnation
The Carnation brand name which dates right back to

1899 is synonymous with Evaporated Milk and its floral

logo has not changed over the years. In fact, the name

Carnation is as generic to evaporated milk as Hoover is

to vacuum cleaners!

Our ERF LV Flatbed Trailer, registered BSN 38C, is all

ready to take pallets of Carnation to wherever,

decorated in red with white lettering with the Carnation

logo printed in red white and green below the front

windscreen of the cab and repeated on both the cab

doors.  The flatbed trailer features light brown planking

and the red sides are printed with the famous brand

strapline ‘Carnation’ Milk from Contented Cows.  Silver

masking enhances the wheels, wipers, door handles and

mudguards and a final detail sees the Carnation name

once more above the windscreen in silver out of black. 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
76SHL04WF 1:76 £21.95

NEWScania Highline Walking Floor -
Stobart Ascot Champions Day

Scania Highline Walking Floor - Stobart 
(Jockey Club) Ascot Champions Day
What a colourful line-up of talented riders this is!  

Our series of themed lorries has featured the most

famous and successful riders of the day and our latest

model celebrates the Ascot Champions Day when 

spectators have a chance to see the world’s best jockeys

and horses competing for the most coveted prizes which

round off the flat-racing season.

Our Stobart Scania, registered PX64 TXG, is decorated

in the Company’s clean and refreshing Renewable Energy

colour scheme of white, green and orange with striking

Stobart Group graphics in grey on white on the trailer.

All the colour belongs to the jockeys and their silks,

which will be instantly recognisable by racing enthusiasts.  

SCALE PRICE
76LV002 1:76 £13.95

NEWERF LV Flatbed Trailer -
Carnation 
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SCALE PRICE
76MWD001 1:76 £5.95

British Army Mickey Mouse
Bedford MWD

1:76 SCALE
Austin Low Loader Taxi - Westminster Green
Our 1930s Austin London Low Loader Taxicab already features in the

Oxford 1:43 series and this smaller scale model, registered CGJ 605, is a

replica of its larger counterpart, decorated in dark green with black roof,

running board, mudguards and rear open ‘pram hood’ roof section.

Our 1:76 scale model features many of these fittings, right down to

the silver ashtray set into the green side panels of the

passenger area.  The rear is fitted out in green with black

flooring while the driver’s area contains a brown

dashboard, silver floor and black steering wheel.  

In real life, the Austin Low Loader was a favourite with

London hotels in particular and examples were at the

disposal of the rich and famous during their stay, carrying 

them wherever they wanted to go.  

Messerschmitt KR200 Bubble Top - Rose
Yes, it’s a case of double take in this issue of The Globe.  

Having reviewed the 1:18th scale ‘Schmitt’ earlier this time,

now you have the option to acquire the model in 1:76 scale in

this lovely Rose colour scheme. 

The same detail applies to our

smaller example, giving you the

option of little or large - or both! 

Scammell Showtrac - Anderton & Rowland ‘John Bull’
The heavy duty Scammell Showtrac has been a favoured and

reliable workhorse amongst showmen for many years.  Here

we see it as used by the famous West Country showman

family Anderton & Rowland, proudly sporting the name ‘John

Bull’ on the sides of the bonnet.  Resplendent in the A &

R signature colour scheme of dark red with contrasting

bright red to wheels, mudguards, fuel tank and

towbars, our model is registered JYA 962.  The

Anderton & Rowland signage, which includes an

indication of their roots in Bristol and Plymouth,

is printed in gold with a green dropped shadow.

As the ‘John Bull’ name suggests, we are certain

none of the A & R troupe would get stuck in the 

mud with this powerful Showtrac pulling them.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
76MBC003 1:76 £4.95

NEWMesserschmitt KR200
Bubble Top - Rose

NEWScammell Showtrac -
Anderton & Rowland

SCALE PRICE
76SST006 1:76 £11.95

NEWAustin Low Loader Taxi -
Westminster Green

SCALE PRICE
76AT005 1:76 £4.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN TX Taxi - Black

SCALE PRICE
76TX4001 1:76 £4.75
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Komatsu PC 340-7 Excavator - Stobart Rail
Only the second off the newly tooled Oxford range of

construction vehicles, this monster hydraulic excavator model is

certainly impressive.  One detail worthy of note is the longer

boom on this example.  It is a replica of the machine made by the

giant Japanese mining and construction equipment company

Komatsu, whose pedigree goes back as far as 1917 with a

portfolio for producing military equipment and industrial

equipment from their bases in Japan, China and several other

Asian countries. 

Our model excavator as used by Stobart Rail is decorated in

yellow and dark grey with blue and white chevrons to the lower

body.  Stobart Rail is printed in blue on each side of the vehicle,

complete with the little railway track logo.  The graphics are

repeated on the jib arm with the addition of the words Civil

Engineering, also in blue.  Other components such as the jib

bucket, cab window surround, roof trim and rear deck

housing/exhaust pipe are finished in grey and the cab

interior is moulded in black.  The model will make

a good partner for the Konecranes Reachstacker

in Stobart livery already in the range,

presenting a new departure for Stobart

fans as well as an impressive vehicle for

a construction diorama. 

SCALE PRICE
76KOM002 1:76 £24.95

NEWKomatsu PC 340-7 
Excavator - Stobart Rail

Swansea Festival
2016 Ford Cargo 
Box Van
This model marks the
Swansea Festival of
Transport 2016 event
which is held annually
in June.  This year sees
the Festival’s 23rd
Anniversary.  

For more information about the event please visit
www.swanseatransportfest.co.uk .  As always 
we will be attending the event which takes place this
year on Sunday 19th June, 10:30am - 4:00pm in
Swansea City Centre.

SCALE PRICE
SP108 1:76 £11.95

NEWFord Cargo Box Van - Swansea
Festival of Transport 2016
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AR96 AR95 AR94AR97AR98AR99AR100

AR43a AR102 AR101AR51bAR103AR104AR105

AR108 AR107 AR106AR109AR110AR111AR112

AR115 AR114 AR113AR116AR117AR118AR119

AR82AR83AR84AR85AR86

AR89 AR88 AR87AR90AR91AR92AR93

AR120 A car less ordinary: It is often said that the choice of vehicle you
drive is a reflection of your personality. In an age of mass-production it is
understandable that some people find off-the-shelf vehicles driven by
everyone else are too ‘ordinary’.  Included in this publication are repro,

pastiche, retro, and novelty vehicles, which enliven the conformist
traffic on the roads of the world.  This is a very wide and complex
field of interest, so we can only describe and illustrate a selection of
the most important, the most interesting, or the merely odd.AR120

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS 
ALL AT 
£5.95 
EACH

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636,
Southampton 

SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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